How does Nanoman work?

After application nano particles self organise themselves to form an invisible coating on the treated surface with incredible hydrophobic and anti adhesion properties. This is what gives the coated surface its Easy - to - Clean / Self Cleaning characteristics.

Dirt and other contaminants cannot adhere to coated glass and water will simply run off and not permeate into the surface.

What is Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology is rapidly becoming the Industrial Revolution of the 21st century. It has the potential to benefit every aspect of life, from medicine to computing, to the food we eat, the cars we drive and the clothes we wear.

It’s small...really, really small!

In fact nanotechnology deals with materials at the molecular level. They can’t be seen or felt, but can now be engineered to harness their natural features on a larger scale for an amazing range of uses.

Other Nanoman Products

Fabric and Textile Coatings
Timber Coatings
Stainless Steel & Metal Coatings
Automotive Windscreen Coatings
Anti Corrosion, Water Repellent Sprays
Brick, Concrete, Stone and Tile Coatings
Solar Panel Coating

Make any glass surface self cleaning / easy cleaning. Water rolls off the windows taking dirt and contaminants with it.
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**What is Nanoman**

Nanoman Glass and Ceramic is a clear nanotechnological enabled coating engineered specifically for windows and glass surfaces.

Nanoman bonds with windows and glass surfaces to provide an invisible non-stick protective barrier that is water repellent which creates the self cleaning effect.

The coating’s self cleaning effect stops nearly all dirt, dust and pollution from sticking to windows, keeping them clean and looking like new.

Once water (from rain or manual spraying in dryer climates) comes in contact with windows, water droplets simply roll off taking dust and dirt with them.

**Glass and Ceramic**

Nanoman’s properties mimic nature’s lotus leaf. Lotus leaves have nano-sized hairs that do not allow water molecules to adhere to their surface, resulting in water droplet formation, which simply roll off the leaf taking contaminants with it.

Similar effects are achieved by coating Nanoman on Windows and Glass.

**Benefits of Nanoman**

- Quick and easy to use and apply
- Dirt and dust are washed away with rainwater (self cleaning effect)
- Economical and long lasting
- Effective on old and new surfaces
- Prevents the growth of microorganisms, fungi mould and bacteria
- A must for hard to reach windows
- Protects glass from weathering

With this new and advanced coating technology all your windows and glass surfaces can be protected keeping them looking like new, and saving you energy, time and money.